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new mechanism. It motivated us, in Ref. [1] , to propose an avalanchine screening for doublon-holon bound pairs. Once holes are doped into the Mott insulator whose gap is determined by the doublon-holon binding, the mobile holes bring about the screening of the binding energy. The screened binding energy survives as the pseudogap. What we proposed is that the screening should have a positive feedback accelerating the weight transfer, since dissolved bound pairs further join in the screening process. This feedback will be particularly effective in 2D, because the screening is governed by the density of states at the Fermi level, which jumps to a nonzero value in 2D by doping with the formation of Fermi surface pocket. This self-accelerated process brings about the abrupt reduction of the doublon-holon binding and the non-linear increase of W 1 upon doping. In Ref. [1] , it was inferred to drive the system to the verge of a first-order transition or a marginal quantum criticality.
In Comment [2] , Phillips claimed that we do not offer any explanation for the underlying mechanism of the quick reduction of the Mott gap associated with W 1 . On the contrary, as we repeated above, we already gave a picture in Ref. [1] which is qualitative but physically sound and, at least, reasonably fits to our numerical results.
We reached, in Ref. [1] , the conclusion that interplay between doublon-holon bound pairs and mobile carriers is a key for understanding the Mott physics, as also addressed within a scenario of "2e-boson" recently hypothesized in Ref. [7] and Comment [2] . To clarify the binding mechanism with quantum fluctuations and its variation as doping will give deeper understanding of the Mott physics beyond the prior perturbative arguments in the atomic limit. It would also be an intriguing issue how our wide-ranging results including the holepockets, Fermi arcs, Lifshitz transitions and other nontrivial findings in Ref. [1] obtained by the state-of-the-art numerical calculations can be reproduced in the "2e-boson" calculations in Ref. [7] . Shiro Sakai, Yukitoshi Motome, and Masatoshi Imada
